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"The SECRET NATURAL REMEDY that Hair Color Companies Don't Want You to Know"In his new

eBook, Chris Anderson blows the lid off a Process that has been KNOWN FOR YEARS by Hair

Color Companies. It uses all natural ingredients and REVERSES GRAY HAIR IN 90

DAYS.************My Dear Friend,Be honest with yourself. . .Like me, you are probably Afraid you

are developing gray hair too early in life...It's making you LOOK MUCH OLDER, and more

importantly, FEEL MUCH OLDER...And worse yet, it is affecting your CONFIDENCE, your LOVE

LIFE, and maybe even Your ABILITY TO GET A JOB.In today's competitive world, Gray Hair is a

DISADVANTAGE you don't need.I struggled with all of the above for over five years!.....I couldn't

find a job, was a loser in the dating scene, and worst of all, I felt like I was too old to compete with

people younger than me.I was tired of using hair dyes...not only because they were TOXIC but also,

after it wore off my hair looked even MORE gray than before....I wanted to Break Free of the Trap

that chemical hair dyes had on my life. Not only because of their toxicity, but also because...In 2004,

Scientific Studies Showed Hair Dyes cause BLOOD CANCERYou can read more about the study

here - a Web MD summary article.ARE YOU KIDDING ME!! I may be a foolish guinea pig, but I

would never use anything KNOWING it's going to cause cancer.I wanted a NATURAL and SAFE

alternativeI Was About to Settle For My Aging AppearanceBelieve it or not, 2 years ago, I was about

to just accept my aging appearance as the inevitable work of time! I looked everywhere but couldn't

find the information, let alone the solution I needed.First, I scoured local health food stores and the

internet for products that looked good...and literally tried them ALL...like a human guinea pig.I found

that none of them worked effectively over the long term. It was very frustrating!...Fast Forward One

Year...I did not give up! You might say I did "extreme" research.Through a connection with a former

boss, I actually got to interview a retired PhD chemist who had worked for a large French beauty

products company.My source had done a lot of research, on his own, about natural treatments for

reversing gray hair.What he told me was shocking!It turns out that he not only knew about natural

treatments to reverse gray hair, but also,..."...Never shared it with his bosses because he knew they

wouldn't like it - it was not a money maker"Well, as you can imagine, I was eager to get his formula,

which I was eventually able to pry out of him.I was not sure I believed it until...I tried it for myself and

discovered it really does work.My Friends - IT'S TRUE . . WARNING: Not All Natural Hair Remedies

Are Created Equal!Be careful, there are a lot of bogus products on the market.There are none that I

am aware of that work like this one, that have been researched by a guy from within the chemical

industry... .With Reversing the Gray, you obtain your goals with ease - in 90 days or less.You CAN

stop wondering what to do about your graying hair, once and for all..."you never ever have to go



back to being unhappy with your aging appearance or feeling less than anybody else ever

again"Grab this book TODAY and change your life!
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I mean really what type of person tries to market 12 pages of drivel like this and call it a book but a

panhandler. All I see here is the usual network of pathetic phonies writing very short articles and

exchanging fake reviews to obtain money to pay a credit card bill or put gas in their tanks. This

fellow knows about as much about hair loss as the typical elementary school student. Geez have

some respect for everybody else and get a job washing cars instead of conning people for a living.

This isnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t even fifth grade book report quality. Plus itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a

downright lie and fraudulent to claim this is an  best seller.

Many people are experiencing problems relating hair loss and are searching for different kinds of

solutions, including drugs. But as we all know synthetic drugs are not good for our health and



therefore it is good to find healthier alternatives.This guide provides totally safe techniques, on how

to escape boldness. You will find out what really causes boldness and how can you avoid it in totally

natural way.

As a woman loosing some of her already thin hair, this was useful information. My only gripe is the

mixing of grams and ounces which makes sources of vitamins/minerals a tad difficult to compare.

Definitely useful and I will be watching my diet more closely.

I want to reiterate other comments made about this SO called book. Same info that we all know, and

is a joke that this author charges for a few paragraphs. Waste of money.

Thanks to this book, I now know how to maintain my beautiful locks, thick and healthy the natural

and less expensive way. Simply by eating foods that are already a staple in my diet. Definitely a

good read and a must read for everyone.

Very informative. Explains everything you need to know, (like the typical cause) about hair loss.

Very easy to read and understand. Highly recommended to anyone that has hair but most

especially those suffering from hair loss.

Waste of money

There is some good information in the book, but it is the same information I have in my supplement

guides.
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